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47% of American jobs
will be impacted by automation.
4 out of 5 CEOs say that
skills gaps in creativity and
problem-solving make hiring
difficult. 99% of jobs
created during the economic
recovery went to workers
with postsecondary education
or training. 72% of Americans
say education should be a
top priority for political leaders.
Are your high school
students ready for the jobs of
the future?
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You know how fast the world is changing—how automation and advanced technology
are fundamentally altering the American economy and making it harder for people
without complex skills to find and keep well-paying jobs. And you know, as we do, the
implications for your state’s economy and your education system.
To prepare for the future of work, we need to set a clear agenda to prepare the future
workforce—and that agenda ties directly to our schools. But changing education in the
ways we’ve tried in the past simply won’t be enough. What’s needed today is high
school transformation, nothing less.
High schools are the fulcrum for a much broader set of priorities. When we change high
schools, we drive improvement across the entire educational system, from kindergarten
through higher ed. When we change high schools, we lay the groundwork for a highly
skilled workforce, a vibrant economy, and thriving communities across the country.
We need high schools that are designed intentionally for the modern world. To create
schools like that, we must act boldly and deliberately to reimagine high school itself.
We need to draw on the best available examples and the most insightful research. And
we need to rally everyone, from concerned parents to educators, business to community
leaders, and students themselves.
Our young people face an uncertain future unless they get the education they need.
Too many high school students aren’t graduating, and too many of those who do
graduate aren’t ready for college or career. The problem is most acute for students
from low-income families and students of color. And these same challenges are real in
every part of the country—in big cities and small ones, rural areas and suburbs, and
the countless communities in between.
Transformative change happens only with dynamic leadership from state policymakers
like you. That’s what this guide is all about. We’ve collected the best examples and
advice about policies, initiatives, and actions leaders can take to support local
communities ready to embrace the historic changes ahead. We have also assembled
evidence from innovative high schools and communities around the country to show
what’s possible.
We hope these materials help as you make big, ambitious changes happen—as you
work to make your state a bright spot in a growing national movement to reinvent high
school, and leave a legacy for generations to come.
Sincerely,

Sources . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 53

Russlynn Ali
Chief Executive Officer, XQ Institute
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Build
Momentum
for High School Transformation

In this section, we'll provide concrete ideas
for how you can:

Communicate
the Urgency
Inspire with
Powerful Examples

G

overnors and other state leaders
are uniquely positioned to drive
attention, generate excitement,
inspire action, harness expertise, and
accelerate innovation. State policies can
make a big difference and deliver real
results for high school students.
But meeting this challenge isn’t merely
about passing laws or launching new

Student, Brooklyn Lab, Brooklyn, NY

initiatives. It’s also about galvanizing a
statewide movement to transform high
schools. Only bold leadership—your
leadership—can communicate a vision,
inspire action, and bring together top
talent from across the state to demolish
barriers and create breakthrough
solutions. The first critical step? Mobilize
the movement.

T

o help the people of your state
understand the need for high
school transformation, you’ll want
to draw on in-state data on workforce
needs and high school outcomes.
We’ve collected and organized some of
those data for you and included them
as a pocket-sized attachment to this
guide. But, as you know only too well,
you’ll want to weave those data into a
compelling story.
Below you’ll find some of the talking
points that we use. Feel free to use any
that fit your context, substituting in
your own state’s data where desirable.
Find digital data sheets at:
xqsuperschool.org/future

Our society has changed.
Our high schools need to
change, too.

Student ambitions
are high.

The world has gone from the Model T
to the Tesla, from the typewriter to the
touchscreen, from the switchboard to
the smartphone. But our high schools?
In those hallways and classrooms,
very little has changed.

Eighty-four percent of high school
students want to go to college.6 But
fewer than half of them graduate fully
prepared for college coursework.7
As a result, students and their families
spend more than $1 billion every year
on remedial courses in college.8

Most American high schools rely on
an educational model created a
century ago. Students experience a
static curriculum taught at a
standardized pace by one teacher
teaching one subject at a time. That
worked well for many decades,
preparing generations of young
Americans for productive citizenship
in an industrializing society. But the
world has moved on, with massive
implications for the future of work.

Instead of being challenged to develop
their minds, most high school students
say they are bored, unchallenged,
and uninspired.9 Only half of high
school students believe their school
has helped them develop the skills
and knowledge they will need in
college-level classes.10 And less than
half of our high school students say
their school has helped them figure
out which careers match their skills
and interests.11

Innovation, customization,
globalization, and
automation are reshaping
the American workplace.
Nearly half of Americans have jobs
where at least some tasks can be
automated.1 We can’t afford to prepare
students for jobs that artificial
intelligence (“AI”) and robots can
perform just as well, and at a lower
cost. In the future, well-paying work
will demand the irreplaceable
qualities and skills at which humans
are still best: the ability to solve
unfamiliar problems, create, innovate,
connect, empathize, synthesize, and
strategize. That’s true even for blue
collar jobs. Over half of American
manufacturing firms say that
advanced reading skills are needed for
core production jobs. Even more say
that the ability to collaborate and work
in teams is “very important.” 2

Communicate
the Urgency
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Their dropout rates are higher, and
their college readiness is lower.
Economists estimate that this waste
of talent and human potential imposes
the equivalent of a permanent
recession on the American economy.
Closing the racial achievement gap
would boost our GDP by half a trillion
dollars per year.12

34%

More than

50%

Young people from
low-income families and
young people of color
face the biggest gaps in
opportunities to prepare
for the future of work.

of 12th graders say
their math work is
“too easy.”3

of 12th graders
say they are
engaged in school.4

44%

of 11th graders say
they are excited
about the future.5

Build Momentum for High School Transformation
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Big Changes in Work by 2030

High schools can be the
fulcrum for improving our
entire education system.

New neuroscience research shows
that teenage brains are primed to
learn. During the high school years,
big changes happen in the parts of
the brain that control reasoning,
planning, and self-control.13 With the
right stimulation, even IQ can
increase during the teenage years.14

Increasing student achievement across all states
to match the highest-performing state would: 15

$ 70

$ 5.6

TRILLION

Increase California's
economy alone by
$5.6 trillion

TRILLION

Add $70 trillion
to GDP over time

8

$ 3.4

TRILLION
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Boost New York
state's economy by
almost $3.4 trillion

TECHNOLOGICAL SKILLS
SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL
SKILLS

And despite what many
thought in the past, high
school is not too late.

91%

Advanced IT skills and programming

69%

Basic digital skills

31%

Tech design, engineering, maintenance

28%

Scientific R&D

25%

Advanced data analysis and math skills

Leadership, managing others

33%

Entrepreneurship, initiative-taking

33%
30%

Interpersonal skills and empathy

27%

Advanced communication, negotiation

24%

Adaptability, continuous learning

40%

Creativity

HIGHER- ORDER
THINKING SKILLS

Many educators see the problems, but
every time they try a different
approach, they run into at least one rule
that stops them. In particular, rigid
requirements around “seat time” stop
in their tracks many of the most
creative efforts to get students outside
their classrooms into workplaces and
other venues where they can learn by
tackling real-world problems.

Transformed high schools drive
improvement in the elementary and
middle grades by setting high
expectations for learning and modeling
the kind of real-world, engaging
learning that students and families
value. Transformed high schools do a
better job of preparing students for
adult life and equipping students to
succeed in colleges, career and
technical training programs, and the
military. High school transformation
will have major payoffs—for students,
for families, and for the whole state.

(2016-2030)

18%

Analyzing complex information

17%

Critical thinking, decision-making

50%

0%

100%

PERCENT CHANGE IN HOURS WORKED

Skill Shift: Changes in Work Requirements
(2016-2030)

PERCENT CHANGE IN HOURS WORKED

Our administrators and
teachers are talented
and hardworking, but the
current model thwarts
their efforts.

Fastest-Growing Skill Demands

High schools are the one part of our
educational system that hasn’t gotten
much attention in recent years. And
that’s a waste because high schools
can be the fulcrum for securing faster
improvements in our elementary and
middle schools and successful
transitions to postsecondary education
and work.

70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%

-11%

-14%

0%
-10%
-20%

Physical skills

Basic
thinking skills

9%

26%

60%

Higher-level
thinking skills

Social-emotional
skills

Technological
skills

Source: Jacques Bughin and others, “Skill Shift: Automation and the Future of the Workforce,” McKinsey Global Institute, May 2018,
https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/future-of-organizations-and-work/skill-shift-automation-and-the-future-of-the-workforce.

Are Your
Students
Future-Ready?
The share of U.S. jobs
requiring mid- or high-level
digital skills jumped from
45% to 71% between 2002
and 2016.

Source: Mark Muro and others, “Digitalization and the American Workforce,” Brookings Institution,
November 2017, https://www.brookings.edu/research/digitalization-and-the-american-workforce/.
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M

ost people have a hard time
imagining what a transformed
high school would actually
look like. That’s hardly surprising.
After all, most of us attended traditional
high schools. So, in order to get people
in your state to walk this journey with
you, you’ll need to stimulate their
thinking with a few good ideas and a
few potent examples.

We at XQ often start by asking
audiences simply to imagine schools
that truly prepare all young people for
the future. Then we inspire them with
examples of innovative high schools
like the ones we profile below. (We
profile several others throughout the
rest of this guide.)

By describing a few of these schools
and what makes them dynamic and
different—a partnership with a
university or museum, a commitment
to real-world learning, or computer
science for all—you can give listeners
not just a sense of the problem but
also some exciting images of what the
solutions can look like. There are
probably innovative schools in your
state that you can talk about, too.

Find more examples of
XQ Schools at: xqsuperschool.org
For a look at the XQ Design
Principles, visit:
bit.ly/XQdesignprinciples

The point is, “innovative” high schools
don’t all look exactly the same. What
matters is that they serve the needs of
their students and are right for their
communities. And they do that by
embodying some core design principles
that ensure all students succeed and
graduate from high school prepared to
thrive in the jobs of the future.

Imagine a
high school...
Where the community is the classroom.
Where students master academic knowledge and skills
by diving into challenging projects in partnership with
local businesses, tech institutions, civic organizations,
and nonprofits.

With a clear focus on students.
Where students have ownership in—and responsibility
for—how they learn. Where learning is based on each
student's needs.

Where all students are prepared for
college and careers.
Where students actively explore their personal and
career interests early on and participate in high-quality,
real-world internships and apprenticeships.

Where the school is at the center of efforts
to rejuvenate its city and community.

Inspire with
Powerful
Examples
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Today, we can do
more than imagine...
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SEEING IS
BELIEVING
Real life examples
demonstrating that change
is possible.

Transform
High School
Forward-thinking communities across the country
are bringing high schools such as this to life—high schools
that can serve as examples of what is possible. Here are
a few stories from some of the most transformational high
schools in the country that are preparing all students for
the future of work.

Certainly, you don’t need to
use all of these examples.
But by picking one or two
from this group of schools, or
from others described later
in this guide, or by describing
an innovative school in your
state, you can help to give
listeners not just a sense of
the problem but also some
exciting images of what the
solutions can look like.

Washington
Leadership Academy

Purdue Polytechnic
High School

In Washington, D.C., just 30 AfricanAmerican students took AP Computer
Science during the 2015-16 academic
year. In 2016-17, one school, the
Washington Leadership Academy,
more than tripled that number.
Washington Leadership Academy
offers four years of computer science
along with opportunities to learn
through virtual reality. And it places a
strong emphasis on leadership to
prepare graduates to take an influential
role in digital-age civic life. Students
have the opportunity to take electives
from part-time instructors with specific,
hard-to-find skills in fields such as
programming and robotics. And
teachers leverage digital tools to
personalize learning, tailoring
instruction to each student’s interests
and needs while tracking each
student’s mastery of rigorous standards.

In Indianapolis, students enroll at
Purdue Polytechnic High School
(PPHS)—one of the city’s Innovation
Network Schools—to prepare for the
high-skill, high-wage STEM jobs of the
future. At PPHS, students learn by
doing, including through industryfocused projects and design challenges
that combine rigorous academics and
applied skills in real-world settings.
Personal learning coaches help
students create a customized daily
schedule designed to advance each
student’s own goals and meet unique
educational needs. Eleventh graders
choose a career pathway in a growing
field such as advanced manufacturing
or supply chains and logistics. And
every graduate has a pathway to
postsecondary education and training,
including an option for direct admission
to Purdue Polytechnic Institute.

Build Momentum for High School Transformation
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Crosstown
High

MC2 STEM
High School

Grand Rapids Public
Museum School

Casco Bay
High School

Da Vinci
RISE High

In Memphis, Tennessee, Crosstown
High (opening August 2018) is giving
new meaning to the term “community
engagement.” The high school is
located in Crosstown Concourse, a 1.1
million square foot redevelopment
project that houses businesses,
nonprofits, and civic organizations in
a mixed-use vertical urban village—
enabling students to learn from the
community, with the community, and
in ways that benefit the community.
Students will work alongside
Crosstown Concourse partners to
plant and maintain a community
garden, thereby learning horticulture,
nutrition, and math. Through a
partnership with a medical clinic,
students will research and design
programs to meet the health needs of
the greater Memphis community. And
Crosstown High’s intentional approach
to recruiting students from a cross
section of the city will ensure that its
enrollment is the most diverse of any
charter school in Memphis—a
powerful goal in a community striving
to overcome a history of segregation.

In Cleveland, a group of innovators
from education, local industry,
museums, and higher education came
together to design a STEM-focused
school in the heart of a community
that was losing its population and had
one of the highest dropout rates in the
country. Ten years later, MC2 STEM
High School and its two primary
partners, Cleveland State University
and General Electric, are using the
city as the campus with a curriculum
comprised entirely of project-based
learning. The school pulls in experts,
internships, and resources from more
than 85 local industry and advocacy
groups to help prepare students to
work in and for the community.
Students pursue semester-long,
interdisciplinary, theme-based projects
that integrate Ohio’s state standards
and reflect current industry needs. The
atmosphere of innovation empowers
students to direct their own learning.

In Grand Rapids, Michigan, high school
students at the new Grand Rapids
Public Museum School (opening
August 2018) will treat the entire
community as their classroom, with the
museum and city archive as a home
base. Building on the example of a
successful, existing middle school, the
philosophy of this new high school
stems from a simple idea: immersing
students in learning experiences that
are deeply rooted in their own
hometown will produce engaged and
capable citizens. The curriculum will
focus on big issues related to
sustainability, technology, and design
explored through a local lens—the
history, culture, economy, and ecology
of the Grand Rapids region itself.
Students will take on projects that
contribute to the community in tangible
and positive ways. One project is
designed to become the largest riverrestoration initiative in the United States.

At Casco Bay High School (CBHS) in
Portland, Maine, 400 students,
representing more than a dozen
countries, reflect the city’s growing
diversity as a refugee resettlement
city. Students’ academic journeys are
organized around “learning
expeditions”—interdisciplinary
explorations of real world issues in
which students work directly with
community experts, often travel to
other cities, and present their learning
to authentic audiences. CBHS joins
academic knowledge with a strong
focus on habits of work to help students
build the confidence and work ethic to
be independent learners. “Crew,” a
group of students who stay together
throughout their school careers, is a
key structure for growth and support,
providing students with a school family
whose members are dedicated to each
other’s success. At CBHS, 100 percent
college acceptance is the norm.

In Los Angeles, educators are
partnering with community-based
youth agencies and service centers to
provide disconnected youth—
including teenagers who are homeless
or in foster care—with an education
designed to meet their needs and
prepare them for success in college
and careers. Da Vinci RISE High
accepts students all year round and
goes to where the students are. RISE
replaces the rigid structures of
traditional high schools with a projectbased curriculum that allows students
to learn in ways and places that work
best for them. Students create their
own learning pathways and progress
at a flexible pace by demonstrating
mastery at every step. The school’s
co-location with youth and social
services means students can get help,
such as legal assistance or medical
and mental health care, without
missing school.

16
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TALK THE
TALK WITH SOME
USEFUL TERMS

Competency-based
education:
Students progress by demonstrating
that they have mastered specific,
clearly defined learning goals. Students
receive extra time and support
whenever they need it, and they can
progress at different paces according
to their own learning needs and
ambitions rather than spending a set
amount of “seat time” in each course.

Personalized learning:
Teachers customize each student’s
learning experience according to the
student’s unique interests, needs, and
postsecondary aspirations.
In practice, personalized learning is
often an important aspect of
competency-based education, but
personalization can be an important
feature of any high school.

Build Momentum for High School Transformation
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Are Your
Students
Future-Ready?
Employment in jobs requiring
stronger analytical or social
skills has been increasing at
4X the rate of employment in
jobs requiring stronger
physical skills.

Source: Pew Research Center, “The State of American Jobs,” October 6, 2016,
http://www.pewsocialtrends.org/2016/10/06/the-state-of-american-jobs/.

Student, Summit Shasta, Daly City, CA
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Translate
Momentum
into Action

In this section, we'll provide concrete ideas
for how you can:

Empower Local
Communities
Make Diplomas
Meaningful
Get Teachers the
Tools They Need

O

nce you’ve galvanized people in
your state around the need for
change and given them some
images of what’s possible, you’ll be
prepared for action. That means enacting
policies and taking other steps to give

Teacher, Iowa BIG, Cedar Rapids, IA

communities, educators, students, and
families the building blocks to achieve
the state’s vision for transforming high
schools and preparing all students for
the future of work.

J

ust as no two students are the
same, no two communities are
the same. So why should our high
schools be? Real progress occurs when
local communities are empowered to
design their own solutions to the common
challenge of ensuring that all students—
regardless of background—graduate
prepared for success after high school.

learning—a stunning response far
greater than we anticipated. The XQ
national challenge took teams through
a process grounded in design thinking
that flipped traditional school reform
on its head.

As a state leader, you can encourage
local design teams to take advantage of
each community’s unique assets while
drawing inspiration from research-based
design principles and the best examples
of what’s possible. You can unleash local
creativity within a framework that
emphasizes statewide priorities for high
school transformation and offers
increased flexibility in return for greater
transparency and accountability.

Teams started out in a phase called
DISCOVER, during which they studied
what students need to know and be able
to do to succeed in the future of work,
learned about advances in adolescent
learning, and listened to the aspirations
and experiences of students and
teachers. They moved on to DESIGN,
during which they drafted bold, original
school designs that would truly meet
the needs of students. Only then did
they move on to DEVELOP, during
which each team delved into the practical
challenges of enacting its design.

Communities are eager to take on
high school redesign. When XQ invited
communities across the country to
engage in a design challenge, more
than 10,000 people from all 50 states,
representing nearly 4,000 communities,
answered XQ’s call to propose studentcentered designs for 21st-century

By reversing the order of pragmatism
and brainstorming, the XQ challenge
freed teams to create highly original
school designs—designs that break
down barriers that have for too long
stifled progress toward developing the
modern high schools we need. XQ’s
school design resources, Knowledge

Modules, and lessons learned can provide
state leaders and local community
members with a sound starting point so
that they don’t have to reinvent the wheel.
Here are three specific suggestions for
getting new ideas flowing in communities
across your state:
• Offer incentives to design schools of
the future
• Create an “innovation” status for
traditional schools
• Use pilot programs to seed innovation
Find XQ Knowledge Modules
at: bit.ly/knowledgemodules

Empower
Local
Communities
22
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Offer
incentives
to design
schools of
the future

S

tates can offer competitive grant
funding or prizes to communities
that submit the best proposals to
redesign an existing high school or
launch a new school based on an
innovative design. Targeting a portion
of grant funds to districts with high
concentrations of poverty or students
of color will ensure that students from
all backgrounds benefit from the state’s
commitment to high school redesign
and innovation. Even modest grants to
support planning and implementation
can spur local conversations and
creative thinking about high schools.

Like XQ, others are seeing the potential
of challenges and prizes to mobilize
talent to create innovative designs and
develop solutions to tough problems.
For example, the federal government
has used prizes—through Challenge.gov
—to motivate unlikely suspects to
tackle problems across a variety of
public policy challenges. The William

and Flora Hewlett Foundation
sponsored the Automated Student
Assessment Prize to challenge experts
to create better ways to score and
provide feedback from state
assessments. State leaders could
leverage the same kinds of pull
mechanisms to challenge local design
teams to create breakthrough high
school designs that capitalize on the
assets of communities.17 Or they could
establish a “high schools of the future
innovation fund” that is focused
squarely on launching new high schools
based on designs that intentionally
prepare students for the jobs of the
future. For example, the fund could
help launch five new or redesigned
high schools per year based on a set of
design criteria for student-centered
learning, along with a rotating focus on
priority job clusters for the state.

VIRGINIA: OFFERING GRANTS TO INCENTIVIZE HIGH
SCHOOL REDESIGN
Virginia has awarded high school innovation planning grants
in the past several years to local school districts that submitted
competitive proposals to rethink how high schools prepare
students for college and careers, including through “student
centered learning, with progress based on student demonstrated
proficiency” and “ ‘ real-world’ connections that promote alignment
with community workforce needs.” Applicants identify potential
policy impediments as a step to obtaining streamlined access
to necessary waivers. By the end of 2017, 11 districts had
successfully applied for planning grants, and four of those had
also been awarded second-year implementation grants.16

Translate Momentum into Action
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THE ROAD TO REIMAGINING HIGH SCHOOL.

VISUALIZE THE PROCESS
Map out the steps and a timeline so
people can see how to get involved and
where the work will lead them. XQ
created a three-phase process that
turned conventional school planning on
its head:

How to take XQ local and start a movement in
your community.

HELP TEAMS
DREAM SMART
Put equity, innovation, and
excellence at the center of it.
XQ created a plethora of free
resources to help the teams. Our
13 XQ Knowledge Modules offer
a mix of cutting-edge academic
research and inspiration.

Discover

Explore the landscape:
Begin by listening to young people,
studying the latest science on brain
development and how people learn,
and understanding the community
a school will serve.

Design

ANNOUNCE A CHALLENGE
Make it ambitious, inspiring, and different. XQ called on
education inventors, students, teachers, parents, business
people, youth workers, artists, entrepreneurs, and everyone
in between to ask themselves what high school could be.

MOVE PEOPLE TO ACTION
Incentives can help move people to act. XQ offered
$10 million to the five best high school designs. Almost
700 teams of 10,000 people from 50 states and 4,000
communities went through a 7-month "Designer of
Learning" process to complete applications.

For XQ, it was funding, but it
could also be time, resources, or
capital to help them make their
high school dreams a reality.

REWARD THE BOLD ONES

Develop

Produce a practical plan:
Produce a plan that considers all the
realities involved in launching a school,
from staffing and budget to innovative
uses of time, space, and technology.

MEET PEOPLE WHERE THEY ARE
Spread the word about rethinking high school far and wide.
XQ advertised the competition on billboards, TV, radio, and
social media. We drove the XQ Super School Bus to
communities around the country, listening to students and
bringing people together.

CHOOSE WISELY
Assemble a diverse group of well-respected
people to narrow down the applicants. XQ
used a comprehensive rubric to help 44 judges
select the most promising designs. Judges
were a diverse group, spanning the political,
technology, and education spectrum.

Our XQ School Design Kit takes
teams through the design process,
and our Expert Series podcasts
delve into the challenges teams
often grapple with.

NO WINNERS OR LOSERS
Honor everyone who gives their
time, energy, and effort to
redesigning high schools. XQ
continues to be out on the road,
listening to people and inspiring
communities. To date, the XQ
Super School Bus has visited 66
cities in 32 states and held 76
student roundtables.

XQ's online matching directory
helped people find teams in their
area and helped teams find local
participants and supporters.

XQ SUPER SCHOOLS
Today, the XQ Super School
Cohort is a network of 19 schools
on their journey toward becoming
Super Schools. Together these
schools are a beacon for the
nation, shining a light on a
brighter future for all students.

Choose designs that change people’s thinking
about high school. XQ selected teams that listened
to students, involved the community, emphasized
equity, and challenged the status quo.

Deep community engagement will
continue to be a core part of the
work XQ does to ensure a continuous
cycle of listening and growth.
In the end, XQ was so impressed by the caliber of the
applications that we awarded an additional 5 grants
for a total of 10 teams across 8 states to help them turn
their Super School designs into reality.

Invent a school:
Create a school where mission and
culture, teaching and learning,
student engagement, and community
partnerships come together in an
audacious, original design.

MORE SCHOOLS, MORE ENGAGEMENT
Months after announcing the first 10 Super
Schools, XQ found that many unchosen teams
had continued working, even without the award.
Some had progressed and improved on their
ideas, inspiring us so much we made more
grants to honor their persistence.

Create an
“innovation”
status for
traditional
schools

innovation school plan in Somerville,
Massachusetts, got its start when the
mayor of Somerville approached a
local youth and community-education
program about launching a new high
school under the state’s innovation
initiative. Innovation policies vary
from state to state.

N

early every state has enacted
a charter school law that
allows significant room for
innovative school designs. However,
only about a dozen states have
established a process that allows
traditional districts and schools to
obtain the same kind of broad
flexibility for ambitious innovation
based on an approved design. Schools
need to have the ability to allocate
their budgets, make staffing decisions,
and use time in different ways to
implement innovative programs.

Beyond providing flexibility, state
innovation policies can raise awareness
about new possibilities and inspire
local community members to take action.
For example, Powderhouse Studios, an
XQ-supported school that is seeking
approval to operate under an

While states such as Massachusetts
allow for innovation schools based on
an approved school-level plan, other
states such as North Dakota allow
whole districts to apply for innovation
status. States can also allow districts
to establish “innovation zones”—
networks of semi-autonomous schools,
such as Denver’s Luminary Learning
Network, that operate under
considerable policy flexibility and a
unique governance structure. Some
states, such as Tennessee, use
innovation zones as an improvement
strategy for so-called turnaround
schools that have been identified as
chronically underperforming through
state accountability systems.

State leaders must ensure that flexibility
is coupled with responsible oversight
and accountability. For example,
Colorado’s innovation policy requires
the state to publish detailed annual
reports about the progress of
innovation schools collectively and
each school individually on an annual
basis. Massachusetts requires local
superintendents to evaluate innovation
schools annually, including progress
on goals for improving student
achievement outlined in approved plans.

Innovation zones—with accountability
for reaching performance targets—can
offer a strategic approach to
redesigning education in high schools
identified for improvement under the
federal Every Student Succeeds Act
(ESSA), including a category of high
schools with low graduation rates.
ESSA provides funding for states and
districts to support targeted school

MASSACHUSETTS: ENABLING COMMUNITIES TO LAUNCH
“INNOVATION SCHOOLS”
Massachusetts launched its Innovation Schools initiative in 2010.
Under the initiative, local communities can create in-district
schools with the autonomy to implement innovative designs to
improve student achievement and reduce achievement gaps.
The policy provides broad flexibility in key areas—curriculum,
budget, school schedule and calendar, staffing, professional
development, and local district policies—while offering a
streamlined process to obtain supplemental waivers of state
policy as necessary. In exchange, local districts hold innovation
schools responsible for meeting progress in achieving measurable
annual goals set out in their plans. Communities across the
state have established more than 50 innovation schools over the
past eight years, nearly half of them secondary or high schools.
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improvement efforts. It also provides
block grant funding that can be used
to implement many aspects of high
school redesign, such as providing
students with a well-rounded education
that includes a wide range of
coursework, community-based learning,
technology-driven innovations,
Advanced Placement (AP) and
International Baccalaureate (IB)
courses and exams, dual enrollment
courses, and teacher training to
personalize student learning.

Only

32%

of 11th graders
say they learned
something
interesting during
the past week of
school.18
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DSISD: PREPARING STUDENTS TO BE THE INNOVATORS
OF TOMORROW
The Denver School of Innovation and Sustainable Design
(DSISD) launched as Denver’s first competency-based high
school under a state-approved “innovation plan” in 2015. Created
in partnership with the school district’s innovation lab, the
Imaginarium, the school’s focus on innovation and design thinking
is central to a student experience that is personalized and
competency-based. DSISD is designed around four competencies
of innovators, and mastery of these competencies is integrated
into all course work. Starting in ninth grade with a class called
“Design My Future,” and continuing every year, students engage
in sequenced activities that propel them to take on more and
more ownership of their learning. Opportunities to take college
classes begin in ninth grade. By 11th grade, every student
pursues an extended internship. And by senior year, students can
earn early college credit for all or most of their coursework.

Use pilot
programs
to seed
innovation

S

tates can use pilot programs to
cultivate and test out specific new
approaches to high school
education, such as competency-based
learning, across a group of school
districts. Through pilot programs, states
can support local innovation on a smaller
scale while analyzing the process of
turning ideas into action. Pilots can
identify common challenges, successful
strategies, and conditions for success
across differing communities.

In order to maximize the impact of
pilots, states should create mechanisms
for sharing lessons learned by
developing professional learning
communities across program
participants. It is also essential that
these programs include mechanisms
for assessing whether students are
acquiring the knowledge and skills
necessary for success post-graduation.
For example, Illinois recently launched
a Competency-Based High School
Graduation Requirements Pilot through
which more than a dozen school
districts are exploring new ways for
high school students to learn and earn
credits for high school graduation.
The districts are creating approaches
that allow students to earn credits at
their own pace by demonstrating
mastery of essential content and skills.
Under the Illinois pilot, students can
advance as soon as they demonstrate
mastery, but they can also spend
additional time—and receive
personalized support—if they need it.
Students must be able to earn credit
toward graduation requirements in
ways other than traditional coursework,
including learning opportunities outside
the traditional classroom setting.
And they must have opportunities to
earn advanced postsecondary credits
and career-related credentials.

Translate Momentum into Action
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Are Your
Students
Future-Ready?
4 out of the 5 fastest-growing
occupations require higher levels
of postsecondary education.

Source: Georgetown University Center on Education and the Workforce, “New Study Finds There Will Be
55 Million Job Openings by 2020,” June 2013, https://cew.georgetown.edu/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/
Recovery2020.Press-Release.pdf. The occupations are STEM, education, technical and professional
healthcare, and community service.

Student, Purdue Polytechnic High School, Indianapolis, IN
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or many students today, a high
school diploma lacks the
meaning it should have. The
route to earning a diploma is too
often unengaging, uninspiring, and
unchallenging. And, once obtained, a
diploma doesn’t guarantee that the
graduate has mastered essential
knowledge, skills, and competencies
and has a viable pathway to the jobs
of the future. (See sidebar: “A Long
Way to Go: Do diplomas signify
preparation for college and careers?”)
State leaders can and must flip that
reality. The route to earning a diploma
should be challenging, engaging, and
inspiring. Once earned, a diploma
should signal that a student is truly
prepared for college and for the future

of work. By taking these eight steps,
state leaders can make diplomas more
meaningful for all future graduates:
• Develop a profile of a graduate
• Align course requirements with 		
college admissions
• Make rigorous courses widely 		
accessible
• Redefine “course” to break free 		
from seat time
• Challenge students to take
college-level courses
• Modernize career preparation
• Support students
• Align accountability

A Long Way To Go

Do diplomas signify preparation for college and careers?
Sometime during the past decade,
virtually every state in the nation
revised its academic standards to align
with the demands of postsecondary
education and work. Dubbed “college
and career ready” standards, these
standards were aimed at ratcheting up
the quality and rigor of high school
instruction in order to ensure that
high school graduates were prepared
either to enter a community, technical,
or four-year college without the need
for remediation, or embark on a
fulfilling career.
Available data suggest that we have a
long way to go in achieving that
mission. In most of the country, high
schools still resemble the “shopping
mall high schools” decried in the
second report of the Study of High
Schools issued in 1985: schools that,
like their commercial counterparts,
seek to satisfy their student consumers
with a wide range of course choices
and take no position on which choices
are most worthwhile.19
For example, despite the adoption of
college and career ready standards by
virtually every state:

Make
Diplomas
Meaningful
30
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• Only 8 percent of high school
graduates have completed the
coursework necessary to be
prepared for both college and career.
Another 31 percent have completed
only college preparatory coursework,
while 13 percent have completed at
least 3 CTE courses in a single
career field. Nearly half of high
school graduates—fully 47 percent—
have completed a hodgepodge of
courses that prepare them neither
for college nor for work.20

• Ongoing analyses of district-level
data by The Education Trust—West
and XQ show deep inequities within
school districts in course access and
success for different groups of
students, with low-income students
and students of color far less likely
than other students to emerge from
high school college- or career-ready.
These organizations’ Educational
Opportunity Audits routinely uncover
practices that impede readiness for
both college and career, including a
proliferation of dead-end courses,
sometimes more than half the
offerings in a typical high school; the
absence of coherent course
sequences leading to a meaningful
career opportunity, with students
instead taking a course or two here
and a course or two there; and an
absence of the “just-in-time
supports” proven useful in helping
struggling students avoid the D’s
and F’s that often disqualify them
from admission to college.

State-reported data on completion of
college-ready courses and
performance on college-ready
assessments often send contradictory
messages, raising serious questions
about the quality and honesty of
existing measures—not to mention of
high school course titles.23
The largest business organization in
the United States—the U.S. Chamber
of Commerce—made it very clear in
its recent report on the subject that
the requirements of college- and
career-readiness have converged:
students who are not college ready are
not career ready, either. Indeed, the
Chamber suggests the need to move
from the either/or approach of the
past to a concept of “Career-Ready =
College-Ready PLUS.” 24 By that
measure, these data suggest we have
a really long way to go.

• Only a handful of states have fully
aligned course requirements for
earning a regular high school
diploma with admissions eligibility for
the state’s public university system.21
Given the absence of aligned policy in
most states, it is hardly surprising that
states are all over the map when it
comes to current performance on
measures of college readiness. The
share of graduates completing a
course sequence that matches their
state’s definition of college and career
readiness, for example, varies from a
low of 14 percent in Hawaii to a high of
89 percent in Nebraska.22

Translate Momentum into Action
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Develop a
profile of
a graduate

O

ver the past decade, most
states have refreshed their
standards for what high school
students should know and be able to
do in core academic subjects. Now they
can take the next step by defining the
broader set of skills and competencies
students will need for success after
high school, such as self-discipline,
initiative, resilience, creativity, and
problem-solving.

The first step is to bring students,
parents, teachers, business leaders,
and community leaders together to
ask the question: What skills and
knowledge do students need to be
successful in college, career, and life?
Along with research on skill demands
for the jobs of the future, those
conversations can become the basis
for creating a “profile of a graduate.”
Virginia, for example, recently developed
a “Profile of a Virginia Graduate” to
describe “the knowledge and skills that
students should attain during high
school in order to be successful
contributors to the economy of the
Commonwealth, giving due consideration
to critical thinking, creative thinking,
collaboration, communication, and
citizenship.” 25 The profile describes
four areas of preparation: content
knowledge, workplace skills, community
engagement and civic responsibility,
and career exploration.
Wherever possible, state leaders
should raise the voices of students and
give high school students a seat at the
table. The voices of high school

HIGH TECH HIGH: BUILDING BROAD COMPETENCIES FOR
THE JOBS OF THE FUTURE
In San Diego, California, students in High Tech High’s six high
schools are proud to showcase their learning. High-quality student
work—the product of hours of revision, toil, and working
collaboratively through challenges—is on display everywhere.
Field studies, community service, academic internships, and
consultation with outside experts connect students’ learning to the
world beyond school. Students are encouraged to take risks with
their learning and to use their mistakes as opportunities to
develop resilience and persistence. High Tech’s elementary,
middle, and high schools share a common intellectual mission and
commitment to deeper learning. The rigorous curriculum meets
admission requirements of the University of California, and 98
percent of graduates go to college, most of them enrolling in
four-year institutions.
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students—their experiences, hopes,
and aspirations—can serve as a North
Star when exploring the kinds of
learning opportunities that can best
help today’s teenagers prepare for the
future of work.
Critically, state leaders developed
Virginia’s profile with extensive input
and feedback from stakeholders across
the state. In fact, the initiative was
prompted by the voices of students and
families who told the state board of
education that “earning a diploma
should be about more than passing a
prescribed series of courses and tests.” 26
XQ has developed a resource that
states can use as they begin work on
their own graduate profile—a set of
Learner Goals and Learner Outcome
Areas that aim to develop students who
are deeply engaged in their own
learning and fully prepared for all that
the future has to offer.

Align course
requirements
with college
readiness

S

tudents should have confidence
that if they put in the work to earn
a diploma, they will be fully
prepared to take the next steps
necessary for postsecondary education
and the jobs of the future. In most states,
students can’t have that confidence now.
Even though more than 80 percent of
students want to go to college, only
about half of America’s high school
graduates complete the courses
necessary to be prepared for college or
advanced postsecondary career training
by the time they earn a diploma.27

One step state leaders can take is to
require all students to complete courses
that will prepare them for postsecondary
success. That typically would involve
aligning the coursework requirements
for earning a diploma with the specific
set of courses required to apply to your
state’s public university system. States
that have modernized CTE offerings

The XQ Learner Goals
describe the graduates
our communities need:

2/3

• Masters of all
fundamental literacies

of high school graduates
who go on to community
college and

• Holders of foundational
knowledge
• Original thinkers for an
uncertain world
• Generous collaborators
• Learners for life
Graduates who meet the Learner
Goals will be fully prepared
academically and well-equipped with
the knowledge, skills, and mindsets
all young people need in order to
thrive in postsecondary education, the
workplace, and adult life. The XQ
Learner Outcome Areas further spell
out the literacies, knowledge domains,
ways of thinking, collaborative
capacities, and habits of lifelong
learning our high school students
need to develop. Together, they
illustrate how deep, rigorous, and
interconnected high school learning
needs to be.

High School and the Future of Work

Find XQ Learner Goals and
Learner Outcomes here:
bit.ly/learnergoals

40%

of undergraduates in
four-year colleges have
to take at least one
remedial course 28

can also require the completion of one
career-focused course sequence. Some
states have multiple diploma options,
some of which fully prepare students
for college and careers and some of
which do not. At a time when virtually
all students will require postsecondary
education and training for good jobs in
the modern economy, these states
should revisit whether continuing
multiple diploma options makes sense
for students.
In states that retain multiple diploma
options, leaders should make the diploma
that requires full college- and careerready coursework the expected “default”
track for all students, requiring a formal
opt-out procedure if families choose a
less rigorous diploma pathway. States
that have enacted such a default or
opt-out policy—with support for students
to complete rigorous coursework

requirements—tend to achieve much
greater equity in student attainment of
college- and career-ready diplomas.29
For example, Indiana’s Core 40 policy
raised expectations by making a
college-ready course sequence—the
same course sequence required for
entry into Indiana’s public universities—
the default pathway for all students
beginning in 2007. The policy also
established a formal procedure for
families to opt out of the Core 40 diploma
and instead complete coursework for a
general diploma. To opt out, the student,
the student’s parent or guardian, and
the student’s high school counselor
must meet and agree that a general
course sequence and diploma better
meet the student’s educational needs.
To reinforce the importance of taking
the more rigorous pathway, Indiana
also made an explicit promise to its
low-income students: Complete a Core
40 diploma and meet other financial aid
and grade requirements, and you can
receive up to 90 percent of approved
tuition and fees at eligible colleges.
Today, 87 percent of Indiana’s graduates
earn at least a Core 40 diploma, including
84 percent of African American students,
85 percent of Hispanic students, and 87
percent of white students, as well as 80
percent of low-income students.30
Transparency and accountability matter
here, too. States with multiple diploma
options should publish data on
graduation rates for each diploma type,

Nearly all of the manufacturing jobs
lost over the past 25 years have been
in low information-technology areas.
“Manufacturing itself became more
high tech, leading to a much greater
demand for workers with computing
and technical skills.” 31

including the percentage of students
overall and in each racial and ethnic
group, and hold schools accountable for
closing gaps over time. And they should
take the extra step, as Indiana does, of
publishing data on postsecondary
outcomes for graduates who earned
different types of diplomas.
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LEARNERS ARE...

The Future of
Work is Learning
and Adapting

+ Curious people who are knowledgeable
about the world. Its history and culture.
Its sciences and underlying mathematics.
Its biology and cultural currency.

Masters
of all
fundamental
literacies.

“

To thrive in an emerging world where anything mentally routine or predictable,
regardless of how cognitively intense, will be achieved by an algorithm, we
need original thinkers who can create new value. For that, young people need
to develop strong foundational knowledge, so they can understand essential
context, and solid fundamental literacies, so they can navigate the world and
probe new knowledge. They will also need uniquely human skills, so they can
become generous collaborators with an understanding of and expectation for
life-long learning.

+ Engaged participants who are key to
creating a more just and functional
democracy—who participate fully in
all America has to offer.

+ Building the academic
core necessary to prepare
forcollege, career, and life.
+ Critical readers.
+ Compelling writers.

XQ learners are students who are deeply engaged in their own
learning and fully prepared for all the future has to offer.
The XQ Learner Goals are a blueprint, not a prescription. They are
meant to illustrate how deep, rigorous, and interconnected XQ
learning really needs to be if young people are to be prepared for the
opportunities and demands of a rapidly changing world.

Holders of
foundational
knowledge.

+ Mathematical and
numeric thinkers.
+ Data and visual thinkers.

Generous
collaborators
for tough
problems.
+ Self-aware team members who
bring their strengths. Talent-seekers
who find the expertise of others.

Original thinkers
for an uncertain
world.

+ Sense-makers—dealing with
conflicting knowledge.
+ Generative thinkers—creating
many ideas in ambiguous and
new situations.
+ Creative thinkers—reframing,
imagining, and seeing problems
from different perspectives.

Learners
for life.

+ Essential co-creators—because of what
they bring, and how they show up.

— Heather E. McGowan, Innovation Strategist

”

+ Inquisitive world citizens who seek
out—and respect—diversity and
diverse points of view.
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+ Self-driven, self-directed.
Curious learners—about
themselves, and the world.
+ Inventors of their own learning
paths, careers, and lives.
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Make
rigorous
courses
widely
accessible

Redefine “course”
to break free
from seat time

S

tates can maintain high
standards and college-ready
coursework requirements while
opening up room for innovation in
high school teaching and learning.
One way to do that is by revising the
formal definition of a high school
“course” to broaden the ways in which
students can learn and demonstrate
their learning in order to earn credits
and, ultimately, a diploma.

M

any students can’t even take
the courses that prepare
them for college and good
jobs because their high schools simply
don’t offer them. Nationwide, only 60
percent of high schools offer physics,
while 73 percent offer chemistry and
80 percent offer Algebra II. And
students of color have even less access
to such courses. Only 51 percent of

The proportion of employers who report
that they ask employees with only a high
school diploma to get additional education
or training to make up skills gaps in
reading, writing, or math increased from

42%

in 2004
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TO

high schools with high black and
Hispanic enrollment offer physics,
while 68 percent offer chemistry and
74 percent offer Algebra II.32
State leaders can enact policies
requiring districts to offer a rigorous
high school curriculum. And they can
expand access to the courses students
need through statewide initiatives
that provide alternatives for students
to take courses outside their schools.
For example, Rhode Island’s Advanced
Coursework Network enables high
school students to earn credits by
completing courses offered by other
districts in the network, communitybased organizations, state workforce
training programs, or institutions of
higher education when those courses
are not available at the student’s own
high school. The initiative ensures
quality control through its course
proposal and approval process.

61%

in 2015 33
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High school students could, for
example, earn credit for learning that
takes place in a business or other
community setting. They could earn
credit for completing challenging
collaborative projects or for
demonstrating their mastery of
knowledge and skills at their own pace.
Such learning experiences are often
deeply engaging for students, and
they can help students develop the
broader competencies—such as
self-discipline, initiative, resilience,
creativity, and problem-solving—
called for in a state’s profile of a high
school graduate.
For example, in 2016 Rhode Island
revised its state diploma system so
that, beginning with the class of 2021,
students must successfully complete
20 courses in various subjects and
pass one performance-based
assessment to earn a diploma. At the
same time, leaders redefined the
concept of a course in state
regulations to de-emphasize classroom
seat time and instead focus on
proficiency in meeting state standards.
That change created new flexibility
for courses to be interdisciplinary and
to include project-based learning and
experiential learning opportunities such
as internships and apprenticeships.
Rhode Island’s approach provides
students with more choice in how,
when and where they learn and
demonstrate their learning.

Let’s be clear. This isn’t about replacing
what goes on in the classroom with
less-demanding experiences outside of
it. This is about integrating innovative
approaches to teaching in the classroom
with opportunities for students to

develop practical, concrete skills in
real world settings. And it’s about
awarding credit for learning—
demonstrated learning—no matter
where or when the learning takes place.

RHODE ISLAND: REDEFINING “COURSE” TO GET BEYOND SEAT TIME
According to Rhode Island’s “Secondary School Regulations,” a course is
a “connected series of lessons that: a. Establish expectations defined by
recognized content standards; b. Provide students with opportunities to
learn and practice skills; and, c. Include assessments of student knowledge
and skills adequate to determine proficiency at the level of academic rigor
required by relevant content standards.”
The state’s “Secondary School Regulations Reference Guide” provides
additional clarification:
• “There are no seat time requirements for successful completion of
coursework graduation requirements.”
• “Students can complete coursework requirements through experiential
learning opportunities, Advanced Placement courses, dual enrollment,
CTE courses, or other applied contexts. Internships, apprenticeships, and
other work- or career-related experiences may be considered as creditbearing courses and used to meet diploma requirements, contingent on
their alignment with state adopted high school standards and clear
assessments to determine proficiency.”

Translate Momentum into Action
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Modernize
career
preparation

Challenge
students to take
college-level
courses

W

e know that a college
education changes the
trajectory of a young person’s
life. That’s why— on top of the collegepreparation courses discussed
earlier—every student deserves an
opportunity to take college-level
coursework in high school through
dual enrollment, early college high
schools, or AP and IB courses.

Dual enrollment programs enable
students to take college-level courses
and earn college credits while still in
high school. These programs provide
engaging and meaningful coursework
that help students develop skills, gain
knowledge, and build self-reliance
and confidence to succeed in college
and beyond. Research has proven
that dual enrollment boosts college
preparation, participation, and
completion.34 It also helps families
reduce the time and cost for students
to earn postsecondary degrees and
embark on well-paying careers. But
sadly, many students simply don’t
have access to these programs.
Smart state policy can change that.
Like dual enrollment, AP and IB
courses enable high school students
to take college-level courses, but
students earn postsecondary credits
by taking and passing curriculumbased exams. States can provide
resources to expand AP and IB
courses—especially in schools with
high percentages of low-income
students and students of color, where
students traditionally have had less
access to these demanding courses—
and pay the costs for low-income
students to take the end-of-course
exams to earn postsecondary credit.
Early college high schools also have a
proven track record of preparing
students for college and life.35 Located
primarily on college campuses, early
college high schools enable students
to earn two years’ worth of college
credit, or a full associate's degree,
along with their high school diploma.
North Carolina has grown the

38

Results of a national Gallup poll released in April 2018
show widespread support for expanding work-based
learning opportunities such as job shadowing and
internships as a way to prepare students for the jobs of
the future. And that support was remarkably consistent
across political affiliation, with Democrats and
Republicans equally likely to suggest work-based
learning as the best way to prepare students for the
modern workplace.38

S

number of early college high schools
to 83 through its innovative high
schools program.
As state leaders encourage and
support access to these types of
opportunities—whether dual
enrollment, AP and IB, or early
college—they also must ensure that
all students can participate
regardless of income or geography.
The state education agency should
monitor participation to ensure

programs are available on an
equitable basis. Districts should be
required to communicate with all
families about the opportunity. And
additional funding should be provided
to avoid creating financial incentives
for school districts to discourage
participation. State leaders should
also take action to guarantee that
students can transfer the credits they
earn to other public institutions of
higher education in the state.

BARD: ADVANCING EQUITABLE ACCESS TO COLLEGE
COURSES AND CREDIT
Bard Early Colleges is a frontrunner in providing high school students
access to college level courses, particularly low-income students and students
of color. Graduates earn both their high school diplomas and associate's
degrees, with up to two years of transferable college credit. With eight
locations in five states, Bard Early Colleges are increasing college access,
affordability, and completion for more than 2,300 students each year.
OHIO: LEVERAGING STATE POLICY TO DOUBLE
DUAL ENROLLMENT
Ohio doubled the number of students participating in dual enrollment—from
31,000 to 68,000—in just two years through its new College Credit Plus program.
College Credit Plus established a mandatory, uniform approach to dual
enrollment, replacing a policy that allowed a patchwork of uneven dual
enrollment opportunities across districts. College Credit Plus is free to families
when courses are taken through public institutions of higher education.
Participating families saved about $260 million in future college tuition costs
during the first two years of the program. The state requires school districts
to hold a College Credit Plus information night for parents each year, and it
prohibits them from discouraging eligible students to participate.
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tudents who participate in
high-quality career and technical
education (CTE) are more likely
to graduate, earn industry credentials,
enroll in college, and have higher
rates of employment and higher
earnings.36 But the key is ensuring
that these CTE programs are truly
high quality and lead to good jobs in
growing fields. And students who
“concentrate” by completing three or
more CTE courses in a single field
reap greater benefits than those who
take scattershot CTE course offerings.37
Modern CTE best practices are
carefully designed to combine
engaging academic learning with
focused preparation to succeed in
high-demand fields such as health
services, advanced manufacturing,
and digital technology. Because good
jobs increasingly require at least
some postsecondary education or
training, effective CTE programs also
prepare students to continue their
education and training in college or
advanced apprenticeships.
Tennessee conducted a thorough
overhaul of its state-approved CTE
courses of study, offering more
challenging and relevant coursework.
The state discontinued nearly 100
courses of study that were found to be
low-quality or poorly aligned with
industry needs and adopted more
than 100 new or revised courses of
study such as mechatronics and
electromechanical technology in
advanced manufacturing. Tennessee
now annually reviews all CTE courses
of study, requiring that each one
demonstrate alignment with
secondary standards, postsecondary
opportunities, and the most recent
labor market data. This is what
quality education should be about:
equipping students for the real world.

State leaders can also support workbased learning (WBL) opportunities
that help students explore careers
while applying their learning and
building new skills. But as with CTE
broadly, state leaders must take steps
to ensure that work-based learning
opportunities are high-quality,
focused on job sectors with expanding
demand, and help students build the
kind of skills defined in the state’s
profile of a graduate.
For example, through a budget line
item, Massachusetts funds a
statewide intermediary structure
called Connecting Activities that
engages 16 local workforce investment
boards to connect schools and
businesses in public-private
partnerships to provide students with
skill-building, work-based learning
opportunities. Connecting Activities

76%
19%

also collects and publishes data on
students’ WBL experiences to ensure
alignment with good jobs in growing
industries such as STEM.
Tennessee overhauled its WBL
policies from 2013 to 2016, adopting a
new statewide framework for workbased learning and issuing a new
“WBL Implementation Guide” and a
“WBL Policy Guide.” The policy guide
establishes criteria under which
students can earn high school credit
for certain kinds of work-based
learning connected to rigorous
practicum courses. Tennessee piloted
its new approach to work-based
learning in five communities before
scaling it statewide.

of students earn CTE
credits in high school
BUT ONLY

earn three credits
by concentrating in a
series of connected courses in
a single career field.39
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Support
students

S

tudents will need support to
meet rigorous diploma
requirements, to develop the
competencies in the graduate profile,
and to make informed plans to succeed
in a rapidly changing economy.

First, some students will need extra
support to meet college- and careerready expectations. States can
support students by requiring
screening to identify those who are
significantly behind in literacy or
numeracy and targeted interventions
to accelerate student progress. And
they can require and fund early
warning and intervention systems
that monitor research-based
predictors of on-time graduation—
such as attendance, suspensions,
grades, and credit accumulation—and
intervene with targeted supports for
students who fall off track.
Second, all students will need better
personalized guidance to understand
diploma requirements, to explore
postsecondary college and career
opportunities, and to plan for a
successful future. Washington state
now requires all students to develop
an individualized High School and
Beyond Plan in middle school and to
update that plan throughout their high
school careers. The plan must include
an aligned high school course-taking
strategy as well as a “Personalized
Pathway” that considers CTE and
postsecondary dual enrollment
opportunities. The state provides a
range of resources to enable students
to make the most of the planning,
including a digital planning platform
and a comprehensive curriculum
called Career Guidance WA.

providing their teachers with new
kinds of formative assessment
strategies. For example, after
adopting its new graduate profile,
Virginia launched an initiative to
provide districts with technical
assistance to develop performancebased assessments that allow
students to demonstrate their
knowledge through hands-on
experience while employing critical
thinking and communication skills
across one or more subject areas.
To support its proficiency-based
graduation policy, Rhode Island
launched an initiative called Scaling
Up Proficiency Based Graduation,
through which a network of high
schools collaborated on a set of
common performance assessments
and ways to implement high-quality
assessment practices. In addition,
last year, Rhode Island launched a
new initiative called Learning
Champions that brought together
outstanding educators from across
the state to design tools for defining
and assessing mastery of
competencies. The Learning
Champions have crafted frameworks
with proficiency indicators and
scoring criteria for the crosscurricular skills of communication,
collaboration, problem solving,
research, and reflection and
evaluation. They are currently
designing sample assessments
aligned with those frameworks.

Finally, students and families will
need regular feedback on whether
students are developing the kinds of
competencies called for in the
graduate profile, and that will require

Align
accountability

R

edefining what it means to be
prepared and opening up new
ways for high school students
to meet that definition should mean
getting more serious about standards
and accountability, not less. In addition
to investing in new approaches to
assessment, such as those described
earlier, state leaders will need to
carefully consider state systems for
holding high schools accountable for
performance. Existing accountability
systems, which are still preoccupied
only with time-based credits and
testing, will have to be brought into

33%

34%

76%

43%

46%

74%

Pacific Islander
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Already, some states are moving in
this direction by including a broader
range of measures in their
accountability systems for high
schools. And some districts, including
California’s CORE districts, are
even further ahead, developing,
testing, and now using in their own
accountability systems measures of
real-world skills like self-discipline
and growth mindset.

Share of high school graduates
ready for college English: 40
African
American
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line with both the broadened goals
of high school and additional forms
of measurement.

American
Indian

Hispanic

Asian
American

White

Clearly, all of this requires strong
state involvement and a serious
investment in local capacity to
measure students’ attainment of
knowledge, skills, and competencies
in ways that support consistency
across schools and districts. It also
requires acknowledging the uneven
capacity among school districts and
deliberate action to shore up the
relevant capacities of struggling
districts in order to make sure that all
students benefit from these changes,
rather than just some.
Each state needs a deliberate plan of
action for developing new kinds of
measures for its high school learner
goals and testing them out to ensure
they are valid and reliable and do not
impose unintended consequences for
students. Those new measures can
be used to inform decisions about
instruction at the local level, and
some measures may be suitable to
incorporate into statewide
accountability systems after significant
testing and validation over time.
States can embrace the flexibility
offered by the federal Every Student
Succeeds Act while still ensuring that
high schools are held accountable for
academic achievement and other
educational outcomes of all students—
including students from low-income
families and students of color.
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Are Your
Students
Future-Ready?
By 2030, automation and AI
will increase workplace demand
for technological skills by 60%,
creativity by 40%, social and
emotional skills by 26%, and
critical thinking by 17%.

Source: Jacques Bughin and others, “Skill Shift: Automation and the Future of the Workforce,” McKinsey Global
Institute, May 2018, https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/future-of-organizations-and-work/skill-shiftautomation-and-the-future-of-the-workforce.

Student, Purdue Polytechnic High School, Indianapolis, IN

S

tate leaders can’t provide high
school students with new ways
to learn—and new ways of
demonstrating mastery of knowledge
and skills—without support,
enthusiasm, and buy-in from teachers
and school leaders. Re-imagining
high school calls on educators to
re-imagine their roles in classrooms
and schools.
Let’s be clear: Teaching is already a
challenging job, one that has become
more complex in a complex world.
There are many actions state leaders
can take—and should take—to provide
all educators with the time, support,
and resources to work in new ways to
prepare all students for life and work
in the modern United States.

Across the country, there are
statewide debates around the level of
compensation for teachers. In many
states, teachers’ compensation is not
in line with the compensation level
for other professions requiring similar
levels of education.41 As interest in the
profession drops and teacher turnover
remains high, state and local leaders
will need to be attentive to this issue
and think through innovative strategies
to elevate the profession, including new
strategies for educator recruitment,
preparation, and advancement.
We recommend a set of policy actions
focused on getting educators the
instructional resources and
professional knowledge they need to
take on the kind of high school

transformation described in this guide.
But these actions should be seen as part
of a much more comprehensive agenda.
To build a strong, vibrant, wellsupported education profession, fully
equipped to meet the demands of the
21st century, we encourage you to take
three steps:
• Increase access to high-quality
learning tools and resources
• Mobilize expertise and spur
investment to create new solutions

Increase
access to
high-quality
learning
tools and
resources

• Help educators navigate the market

N

Get Teachers
the Tools
They Need
44
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ew approaches to teaching
and learning can free teachers
and students alike from the
four corners of the textbook. But
teachers lack access to the tools and
technologies to address long-standing
challenges and break through to new
kinds of teaching and learning. For
example, educators frequently remark
on big gaps in the availability of
high-quality high school curricula, the
lack of platforms and repositories to
scale up project-based learning, and a
dearth of effective instructional tools to
accelerate progress for students who
enter high school significantly behind.
While every sector of the modern
world is being transformed by powerful
new technologies—from digital
devices to artificial intelligence—we
haven’t found ways to effectively bring
those technologies to scale in high
school classrooms.

Schools are often inundated with
options. Yet, as new tools and materials
become available, local educators have
few opportunities to learn about them,
compare them, and make informed
decisions about what will work best
with their students in their own
schools and classrooms. At the same
time, there are still big gaps in the
market, particularly with respect to
curricula and technology-enhanced
tools that are necessary to make next
generation instruction a reality. The
sector lacks the robust R&D
infrastructure necessary to meet new
demands and accelerate learning to
close achievement gaps. Those
problems demand bold leadership to
mobilize expertise, spur investment to
create new solutions, and help local
actors navigate the market.

Research and development accounts for only 0.2%
of total K-12 education expenditures. That’s far lower
than the overall 2.9% invested on R&D across all U.S.
sectors. And it’s one-fiftieth the R&D investment rate
in highly innovative sectors.42
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Mobilize
expertise
and spur
investment
to create new
solutions
Leverage demand
aggregation to spur
investment.
State leaders can use a strategy called
demand aggregation to encourage
private investment to fill gaps in the
supply of high school curriculum and
learning resources. They can do that
by demonstrating a widespread shift in
high school approaches to teaching
and learning that signals an increasing
demand for new kinds of curricula and
instructional resources. For example,
a state that holds a summit on high
schools of the future could incorporate
a hackathon or prize announcement
and cite survey data to send a strong
signal about the growing number of
districts or high schools that are looking
to the market for certain kinds of tools
and resources.
Groups of districts can also be
encouraged to work together to send
signals to the market. For example,
Project Unicorn is an initiative started
by a group of school districts jointly
pledging to purchase technologybased products only if the vendors
make their systems interoperable.

By 2020, 2/3 of all
U.S. jobs will require
postsecondary
education or career
training beyond
high school.43
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Sponsor hackathons,
competitions, and prizes.
States have used hackathons and
design competitions to unleash
creativity and inspire breakthrough
solutions in sectors outside education.
For example, since 2014, the Colorado
secretary of state’s office organized
Go Code Colorado competitions to
challenge multidisciplinary teams—
developers, designers, business and
marketing professionals, analysts,
entrepreneurs, and other “big
thinkers”—to turn public data into
useful business insights and
technology-driven tools. Pennsylvania’s
statewide hackathon, Code4PA,
harnesses technical talent to leverage
state and local data sets to increase
transparency and efficiency in public
engagement with the government.
This year’s Code4PA hackathon will
challenge teams to turn data into
insights for fighting Pennsylvania’s
opioid epidemic.
Why not harness the same kinds of
talent to create solutions in education?
State leaders can sponsor hackathons
and competitions that challenge
interdisciplinary teams to fill gaps in
high school curricula, create platforms
to support project-based learning, and
develop technology-infused approaches
to accelerate student learning for
students who enter high school behind
grade level in reading or math. The
first step is to invite educators to
identify the biggest challenges to high
school transformation, including the
biggest gaps in learning resources,
that hackathons and competitions can
help address. Educators should also
be invited to participate on the
interdisciplinary teams that create
solutions. State leaders also can offer
prizes to mobilize cross-sector talent
and expertise to create breakthrough
solutions and accelerate innovation in
high school education.
Unlike grants or direct investments in
research and development, prizes are
performance-based and can spark
widespread interest and participation
among a broad, diverse pool of talent.
They also can help raise the profile of
an issue or problem by attracting press
coverage and attention on social media.

Improving education
ranks second out
of 19 diverse issues
that adult voters want
elected officials to
prioritize in 2018.44
Invest in open
educational resources.
Open educational resources (OER)
are no-cost, public-domain educational
materials and resources that are
introduced with an open license, making
them legal for free use, copying,
sharing, or adapting. For example, the
New York State Education Department
launched EngageNY as a statewide
effort to create free OER curriculum
materials aligned with the state’s K-12
academic standards. The materials
have proven so popular that they are
used widely by educators across the
United States.45
A state could use a similar approach
to fill gaps in high school curricula and
learning resources that can help scale
student-centered, personalized,
project-based learning strategies
across high schools.
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Help
educators
navigate
the market

S

tate leaders can provide
information to help local
educators navigate the market
by bringing educators together to
conduct an independent quality review
of instructional tools and materials
and then creating incentives to use
higher-quality materials. For example,
Louisiana enlisted teacher leaders
from across the state to review
instructional materials and rank them
into three tiers, with tier 1 being
“exemplifies quality,” tier 2
“approaches quality,” and tier 3 “not
representing quality.”

Americans with no education
beyond high school held
74% of jobs lost during the
Great Recession but gained
only 1% of jobs added during
the recovery.46

While districts remained free to select
instructional materials best suited to
local needs, their choices could be
informed by the statewide review and
the rubrics used to judge the materials.
The state also extended statewide
contracts to publishers of instructional
materials earning the Tier 1 rating,
which enabled districts to adopt those
materials at discounted prices
without having to go through local
procurement procedures.
States can also help districts and high
schools adopt digital platforms that
teachers can use to personalize each
student’s learning experiences and
keep track of student progress. States
will want to make sure that parents
and students have full access to
information on the platform—an
important element for enhancing
student ownership of learning—while
ensuring that federal and state laws
regarding student data privacy are
strictly observed.
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Personalize
professional
learning

C

urrent high school teachers
also need opportunities to learn
new kinds of skills for leading
student-centered classrooms. But
outdated, one-size-fits-all professional
development approaches are ill-suited
for learning how to teach students in
more personalized, competency-based
ways. A new approach called microcredentialing can provide an
innovative solution.
Micro-credentialing allows teachers to
demonstrate highly specific
professional competencies that they
can learn and master in more flexible
and personalized ways—often using
online resources coupled with on-thejob practice. To earn a micro-credential,
teachers must submit evidence, such
as a video of classroom instruction or

student work, showing that they have
mastered the skill in question. Most
micro-credentials come in stacks of
related skills, enabling teachers to
progress at their own pace while
stacking credentials to demonstrate
growing expertise in a broad area
such as performance assessment or
personalized learning.47
States could begin by permitting
teachers to meet continuing education
and re-certification requirements by
earning micro-credentials rather than
by spending seat time in traditional
professional development courses
and workshops. Some states already
allow teachers to use micro-credentials
to comply with continuing education
or re-certification policies, and a
handful of states are conducting formal
pilot programs to test microcredentialing. State leaders also could
direct federal and state professional
development funds to support teachers
who want to develop competencies for
personalized, student-centered learning
environments, including obtaining
relevant micro-credentials.

Upgrade
educator
preparation
and
certification

F

ew preparation programs
actually prepare high school
teachers and principals to work
in student-centered environments
where learning is personalized, projectbased, and focused on mastery rather
than seat time. States can leverage the
significant authority they have over
educator preparation and certification
to change that.
A good place to start is to develop clear,
specific educator competencies for
teaching in new learning environments.
The Council of Chief State School
Officers and Jobs for the Future
offers an excellent resource: Educator
Competencies for Personalized,
Learner-Centered Teaching.
Those competencies cover four
domains —instructional, cognitive,
intrapersonal, and interpersonal.
The instructional domain includes
competencies that are relevant to
teachers’ work in innovative high
schools, including the following:

• Using a mastery approach
to learning
• Using assessments for learning
• Customizing the learning
experience

STEM jobs will grow
by 13% by 2027,
compared with 9%
growth across all
other jobs.

• Promoting student agency and
ownership of learning
• Providing opportunities for anytime,
anywhere learning tied to specific
learning objectives and standards
• Developing and facilitating projectbased learning experiences
• Using collaborative group work

Median earnings in
STEM jobs are $38.85
per hour compared
with $19.30 per hour
across all other jobs.48

• Using technology in service
of learning

IOWA BIG: LINKING LEARNING TO PROJECTS THAT BENEFIT
THE COMMUNITY
In Cedar Rapids, Iowa, educators and community leaders have come
together to expand the very concept of high school, convinced that a
rigorous education should never have to be a boring one. Iowa BIG
attracts students from across the region to learn by taking on
projects that will benefit their community. Students work hand-in-hand
with members of local businesses, nonprofits, and government
agencies to solve a problem, meet a need, or design a solution—from
redesigning a local elementary school to developing a drone that can
measure waste in river ways. Teachers help students identify what
they can learn during the project, then use a digital platform to track
the state academic standards in which students demonstrate mastery
so they can earn credits toward graduation.

48
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States can integrate student-centered
learning competencies into their
statewide teaching standards and
update policies for state approval of
preparation programs to align with
those standards.
For example, in 2013, the Vermont
Standards Board for Professional
Educators adopted new professional
educator standards to incorporate
personalized learning approaches to
support diverse learners, including a
stronger focus on application of
knowledge and skills and improved
assessment literacy for educators.
Moreover, to ensure that teachers
have the school-level supports
and systems they need to take on
these challenges, states should
update the competencies expected
of school leaders and incorporate
those expectations into policies
governing school leader preparation
and certification. Creating truly
student-centered high schools will
require providing school leaders with
the ability to develop and sustain
complex systems for managing time,
staffing, personalized curriculum,
on- and off-campus learning
experiences, community and higher
education partnerships, student
assessments, data gathering and
analysis, and sophisticated use of
learning technology.
States also can support fellowships
and teacher residency programs
embedded in innovative high schools
with personalized, project-oriented,
competency-based learning
environments. Teacher residency
programs allow a prospective teacher
to apprentice with an effective master
teacher for up to two years while
completing coursework tailored to the
local context. Similar programs for
school leaders can increase the pool
of high school principals who bring
the requisite skills and an innovative
mindset to the job.
Finally, states can create alternative
certification routes to enable
innovative high schools to employ
adjunct faculty members who are
professionals in high-growth industries
and fields outside of education to
support career-readiness education.
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Students, Summit Shasta (Daly City, CA), Purdue Polytechnic High School (Indianapolis, IN), Da Vinci RISE High (Los Angeles, CA)
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The Time
Is Now
Prepare young people for
the future of work!

T

he history of the United States
has been shaped and reshaped
by the strong work ethic of its
people and by successive technological
revolutions. In the first technological
revolution, water and steam power
mechanized production. In the second,
electric power enabled mass production.
Then, in the third revolution, electronics
and information technology helped
automate production.

And now, a new revolution in artificial
intelligence and biotechnology is
beginning to change the way we live
and work. Old jobs are disappearing.
New ones are being created. Nearly
half of American jobs are likely to be
changed in significant ways.49
In the earliest moments of any
revolution, no one can be sure how
things will turn out or of the many
ways that our lives will be affected.
Amidst all this uncertainty, though,
there are at least a few things that
we can be sure of:

• Change will be pretty constant,
with the average young American
holding more than 11 different jobs
between the ages of 18 and 50.50
•Many of today’s young people
will be working at jobs that don’t
currently exist.51
•Many workers won’t be working at
traditional jobs—one employer, one
location, with benefits—at all, with
increasing numbers likely to be
contingent workers, working
part-time, on contract, sometimes
sporadically and often remotely.52
•Jobs will increasingly demand
technological skills, socialemotional skills, and higher-level
thinking skills such as creativity
and critical thinking.53
•The pace of change could get
even faster.54
• So how do we prepare students for
all of this change?

First, and most important, education
matters—especially postsecondary
education. Workers with more
education navigate change more
effectively; they earn more and their
wages grow faster, they are less
likely to be unemployed, and they get
more on-the-job training, too.55
Second, as job-specific skills continue
to change, solid knowledge in core
academic content areas and strong
fundamental skills like reading,
writing, numeracy, and technological
literacy will be ever more important
to the continuous learning that will
be required of virtually everybody.56
Third, as many work tasks are
being automated, the “essentially
human” parts of work are becoming
more important, with skills such as
empathy, problem-solving, and
strategic decision-making more
valuable than ever.57

Finally, all these skills and talents are
buttressed by a set of competencies
that foster success across many domains
of work and life, including tenacity,
agency, flexibility, and curiosity.58
Across the country, redesigned high
schools are working hard on all these
fronts, determined to make sure that
their graduates don’t just master book
smarts but human smarts as well.
What about your graduates: Will they
be ready?

To learn more about how
you can help prepare high school
students for the future of work,
please email:
futureofwork@xqinstitute.org
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